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Outline

• Review, understanding and what you can learn 
from the tradition design of Jewish tombstones

• How you can search for the location of the 
cemetery where deceased family members are 
buried

• Examples of searches in my family
• If time permits, some interesting tombstones I 

came across.
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Understanding the structure of traditional 
Jewish Tombstone

• Disclaimer
• Different symbols and what they mean
• Hebrew names
• Hebrew dates
• Hebrew abbreviations
• Common Hebrew phrases
• Burial societies
• Location within the cemetery
• Customs on visiting the cemetery
• Sources for additional information
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Typical Headstone
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Typical Male 
Symbol

Typical Female 
Symbol

פ“נ

Hebrew 
Name

Hebrew Date

הבצנת
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Sephardic
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Gravestones of Moses Lopez and Abraham Rodriguez Rivera, Touro Cemetery. Photo by Laura Leibman, 2007
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Typical Symbols
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Hebrew Dates
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http://www.bolechow.org/pdf/ReadingTombstones.pdf
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http://www.bolechow.org/pdf/ReadingTombstones.pdf
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Hebrew Abbreviations and Common 
Hebrew Phrases
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http://www.bolechow.org/pdf/ReadingTombstones.pdf

http://sites.rootsweb.com/~orjgs/Abrrev.pdf 18



Burial Societies
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Searching to find Ancestor's Grave

• If you know the cemetery
– Google cemetery to see if they have a web site with a 

searchable database.
– If not contact cemetery office and they can check manually 

(some may charge for this) and some can also provide a photo.
• If you do not know the cemetery, but have some idea of 

the city
– Often if there is a Jewish Genealogy society in a city or region, 

they have a list of all the Jewish cemeteries in the area.  I did this 
for the NYC area.  The listing also included the web site if they 
had one.

– Find one or two Jewish Funeral homes in the area and check if 
they have a web  site, if they do, most have a listing of the 
Jewish cemeteries in the area.
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Searching to find Ancestor's Grave (Con’t)
• If you have no knowledge

– Try JOWBR (JewishGen Online Worldwide Burial Registry), 
https://www.jewishgen.org/databases/cemetery/

– Also try Find a Grave, https://www.findagrave.com/
• When searching you may not have the exact name that 

is in the database
– Many search programs give you option of “exact,” “sounds like,” 

and other similar choices.
– If surname is very common, such as Levine, try to be as specific 

as possible, if not common, such as Wolarsky, you can be more 
generic, such as only search surname at first.

– Be careful, often the name you know a person as may be a nick 
name and not the name in the database.

• Some examples I used to find some genealogy 
information about my family.
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No hits for Jacob Bromberg, buried in Beth David Cemetery Elmont, NY, which 
has not digitized their database, did get a hit for Ephraim Levine in Mount 
Judah Cemetery in Queens, which does have a searchable database. 
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